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1. Introduction 
 The compositional apparatus we have devised is very powerful.  Unfortunately, as we saw at 
the end of Chapter 3, it is too powerful inasmuch as it authorizes compositions that are manifestly 
inadmissible.1  For example, it authorizes two readings of the following.  

Jay respects Kay 

According to one reading, this sentence says that Jay respects Kay, which is a welcome and 
unsurprising result.  However, according to the other reading, the sentence says that Kay respects Jay!   
 This result underscores the fact that when we combine the words 

Jay, Kay, respects 

into a sentence, we must somehow indicate who respects whom; in other words, we must indicate what 
is the subject, and what is the object, of the verb. 

2. Case-Marking 
 This is generally accomplished in natural language by case-marking, which marks roles of noun-
phrases2 in respect to verbs and other function-like expressions.  Case-marking is implemented in 
various languages, in various ways including 

word-order 
inflection 
adposition 

the latter of which includes 

pre-position 
post-position. 

 For example, Korean and Japanese use post-positions, as in the following Japanglish example. 
Jay  ga  Kay  ni  a book  o  gave   

Here, the post-position ‘ga’ indicates that ‘Jay’ is the subject of the verb ‘gave’, whereas the post-
position ‘ni’ indicates that ‘Kay’ is the indirect-object, and the post-position ‘o’ indicates that ‘a book’ 
is the direct-object. 

 By contrast, Latin, German, and Russian mostly use inflection3 to mark cases, as in the following 
Latinglish example. 

Jayus respects Kayam 

Here, ‘Jayus’ is the nominative-masculine-inflected form of ‘Jay’, and ‘Kayam’ is the accusative-
feminine-inflected form of ‘Kay’.  Notice that, even if we scramble the words in this sentence, it still 
says that Jay respects Kay.4 

 In contrast to case-inflected languages,5 like Latin, German, and Russian, many Western 
European languages, including English, mostly use word-order to distinguish subjects of verbs from 
objects of verbs.  English, moreover, also uses inflection and pre-positions to mark cases.  For example, 
the following sentence employs all three case-marking techniques. 

Jay introduced his mother to Kay 

First, the pre-position ‘to’ marks ‘Kay’ as the indirect object of the verb ‘introduced’.  The subject of 
the verb is ‘Jay’, which is so marked by preceding the verb, and the direct object is ‘his mother’, 
                                         
1 Methodologically speaking, this is known as the problem of over-generation, a potential problem for any generative 
theory. 
2 Noun-phrases form an über-category characterized by three inter-related traits.   
(1) they serve as arguments for verbs and relational nouns;  
(2) they can be case-marked;  
(3) they can be antecedents of pronouns.   
They include proper nouns, determiner phrases, indefinite noun phrases, and pronouns, including relative pronouns. 
3 In general, inflection is a method of meaning-modification accomplished/encoded by pronunciation-bending.  
Examples of English inflection include adding suffixes like ‘s’, ‘ing’, ‘ed’, and ‘er’, but also the myriad and 
downright bizarre irregular forms – including ‘children’, ‘took’, and ‘me’. 
4 We can also scramble the words in the Japanese up to a point; the nouns must retain their case-markers. 
5 A case-inflected language is one that mostly uses inflection to mark cases.   
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which is so marked by following the verb.  Finally, the word ‘his’ is an inflected form of ‘he’ used 
here to mark its genitive role in relation to the relational-noun ‘mother’. 

 Note that, since it makes no difference to semantics, we do not carefully distinguish inflection, 
which is part of word-structure (morphology), from other case-marking methods, including word-order 
and adposition. 

3. Prominent Cases in English 
 In English, the most prominent cases include the following, whose names are borrowed from 
Latin grammar.6 

Code Name Marker Role / Example 

1 nominative 
before  
verb 

usually the subject of a verb phrase 

{ Jay | he | she } respects everyone 

2 accusative 
after  
verb 

usually the direct object of a transitive verb 

everyone respects { Jay | him | her } 

3 dative to 
usually the indirect object of a di-transitive verb 

Jay wrote a letter to { Kay | him | her } 

4 ablative7 from 
usually the indirect object of a di-transitive verb 

Kay received a letter from { Jay | him | her } 

5 perlative8 by 
usually the agent in a passive construction 

Jay is respected by { Kay | him | her } 

6 genitive9 
of 
's 

associated with certain relational nouns 

mother, brother, friend, capital, premise 

Other case-markers are worth considering, and are listed in Appendix 1, but in this work we 
concentrate on just these six. 

4. Case-Marked Types 
 For the purpose of categorially rendering cases, we propose case-marked types, including the 
following, where the numerals refer to the above coding.   

D1 nominative-marked 
DNPs D2 accusative-marked 

D3 dative-marked 
etc. 

The case-marking functors [morphemes] are notated, and categorized, as follows. 

+1 nominative marker DD1 
+2 accusative marker DD2 
+3 dative marker DD3 

etc. 

                                         
6 Latin has the following inflectional cases: nominative, accusative, dative, ablative, genitive, and vocative.  German 
has all these except ablative and vocative.  Russian has all the latter, plus instrumental and prepositional.  Among 
European languages, Finnish takes the cake, having 25 (!) inflectional cases, too many to list here. 
7 The Latin word ‘ab’ means ‘from’. 
8 The Latin word ‘per’ means ‘by’; for example, ‘miles per hour’ means number of miles divided by number of hours.   
9 Genitive case must be distinguished from possessive construction; See Section 15.  In general, role-marking 
morphemes must be distinguished from adjunct-forming morphemes that are similarly spelled. 
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5. Re-Categorizing Verbs 
 Next, we propose to categorize all verbs according to what marked-types they take as arguments.   

1. Intransitive verbs take a single nominative argument, as in the following. 

walk D1S 

2. Transitive verbs take both a nominative argument and an accusative argument, as in the 
following. 

respect D2(D1S) 

3. Di-transitive verbs come in at least two varieties, as in the following. 

give D2(D3(D1S)) 

take D2(D4(D1S)) 

4. Tri-transitive verbs take three objects, as in the following.10 

sell D2(D3(D7(D1S))) 

buy D2(D4(D7(D1S))) 

6. Examples 
1. Jay respects Kay 

Jay +1 respects Kay +2 

D DD1 

D2(D1S) 

D DD2 

D1 

D2 

D1S 

S 

2. Kay gave Champ to Jay 

Kay +1 gave Champ +2 to Jay 

D DD1 

D2(D3(D1S)) 

D DD2 DD3 D 

D1 

D2 

D3 D3(D1S) 

D1S 

S 

  As used here, ‘to’ is a case-marking pre-position.11  

                                         
10 This involves a prolative case-marker, encoded by 7, and spelled ‘for’.  See Appendix 1. 
11 The word ‘to’ can also be used as a modifier-forming preposition as in ‘the road to Rome’; see Section 14. 
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3. Jay bought Champ from Kay for $100 12 

Jay +1 bought Champ +2 from Kay for  $100 

D DD1 

D2(D4(D7(D1S))) 

D DD2 DD4 D DD7 D 

D1 

D2 

D4 

D7 

D4(D7(D1S)) 

D7(D1S) 

D1S 

S 

  As used here, ‘from’ and ‘for’ are case-marking pre-positions.13  
 We next observe that English offers an alternative dative construction, illustrated in the 
following example. 

4. Kay gave Jay her watch 

Kay +1 gave Jay +3 her watch +2 

D DD1 

D2(D3(D1S)) 

D DD3 D DD2 

D1 

D3 

D2 D2(D1S) 

D1S 

S 

Notice that ‘gave’ officially takes an accusative argument, but ‘Jay+3’ is dative, which means we 
have a type mismatch.  We solve this problem by expanding our rules of composition.  In particular, 
although the shaded entry does not follow by modus-ponens [function-application] it nevertheless does 
follow by a valid argument of Categorial Logic – namely, secondary-modus-ponens.14    

 Expanded composition is also crucial to the following composition. 
5. Jay respects every woman 

Jay +1 respects every woman +2 

D DD1 

D2(D1S) 

C[(DS)S] C 

DD2 

D1 

(DS)S 

(D2S)S 

D1S 

S 

Notice that the shaded entries are not composed by modus-ponens, but are rather by other valid 
argument forms of Categorial Logic – inflection and permutivity.15 

                                         
12 The term ‘$100’ is not technically a D, but is more like a quantifier-phrase.  Monetary-terms are actually quite 
difficult to semantically analyze, especially in light of the variety of ways in which money changes hands.  For Jay to 
give Kay $100 is for Jay to give Kay something that is worth $100 – for example, a one-hundred dollar bill. 
13 The words ‘from’ and ‘for’ can also be used as modifier-forming prepositions; see Section 14. 
14 See Appendix 3. 
15 See Appendix 3. 
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7. Re-Categorizing Common-Noun Phrases 
 In addition to the standard cases, encoded by positive integers, we also propose a "nullative" 
case, encoded by 0, which is exclusively associated with common-noun-phrases.   

 Originally, we treated common-noun-phrases as a primitive syntactic-type C, but we treated 
them semantically as having type DS [one-place predicate], the same as bare-adjectives and verb-
phrases.  With the introduction of case-marking, we can make subtle distinctions among predicates.  
In particular, whereas VPs are nominative-predicates D1S, CNP's are nullative-predicates, 
characterized as follows. 

C  D0S 
In particular, we use ‘C’ as shorthand for ‘D0S’, and we expand the definition precisely when the 
expansion is needed to account for a particular type-logical composition. 

8. Re-Categorizing Copular-Be [is-of-predication] 
 Recall that we understand copular-be [is-of-predication] as a functor that takes a common-noun-
phrase (CNP) and delivers a verb-phrase (VP).   

type(cop-be)   CNP  VP 
Also recall, that originally we type-categorize both CNP and VP as DS.  So we have: 

type(cop-be)   (DS)(DS) 
Indeed, we treat this function as the identity-function, which means that copular-be is semantically-
empty. 
 But now we propose different type-categorization of CNPs and VPs, as follows. 

type(CNP)   D0S 
type(VP)   D1S 

So our current account of copular-be is more subtle. 

type(cop-be)   C(D1S) 
   (D0S)(D1S) 

In other words, copular-be takes a nullative-predicate and converts it into a corresponding nominative-
predicate. 

Examples 
6. Kay is virtuous 

Kay +1 is virtuous 

D DD1 C(D1S) C 

D1 D1S 

S 

7. Kay is a senator 

Kay +1 is a senator 

D DD1 

C(D1S) 

CC C 

D1 

C 

D1S 

S 
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9. Transitive-Be [is-of-identity] 
 In addition to copular-be [is-of-predication], there is also transitive-be [is-of-identity].16  We 
take the latter to be a transitive verb, on a par with ‘respects’, which accordingly is type-categorized 
as follows.17 

be [] D2(D1S) 

Example 
8. the tall woman is Kay 

the tall woman +1 is [] Kay +2 

CD 

C C 

DD1 

D2(D1S) 

D DD2 

C D2 

D 

D1S D1 

S 

10. Relational Nouns  
 Common-nouns divide into two broad classes. 

(1) ordinary common-nouns 
(2) relational common-nouns 

Whereas an ordinary common-noun denotes a property, a relational common-noun denotes a relation, 
over the class of entities.  Among relational common-nouns are a special subclass we propose to call 
genitive-nouns.  Such nouns are characterized by the word ‘of’.  For example, being a mother is 
tantamount to being a mother of someone; similarly, being a brother is tantamount to being a brother 
of someone.  Other examples of genitive nouns include ‘friend’, ‘capital’, and ‘member’.  Examples 
of relational nouns that are not genitive include: 

hole (in), solution (to), reason (for), passenger (in/on)   
 By contrast, ordinary common-nouns are not characterized by ‘of’, or any other relational-
expression.  For example, being a dog is not tantamount to being a dog of (or in, or to, or for) someone 
or something.  Most common-nouns are like ‘dog’ and not like ‘mother’; most common-nouns are 
ordinary. 

11. Genitive-Nouns  
 As noted in the previous section, among relational-nouns are a special sub-class of genitive-
nouns, so called because they subcategorize for genitive-marked arguments, which in English is 
encoded by ‘of’ and apostrophe-s. 
 Genitive-nouns include:18 

mother, father, capital, square, square-root 
brother, sister, killer, friend, citizen, member, part 

The first ones often carry implicit definiteness, but not always.  The latter usually do not carry implicit 
definiteness, but do sometimes.  For this reason, we propose to make definiteness grammatically-

                                         
16 Logicians also recognize the is-of-existence [existential-be], which appears prominently in Hamlet's soliloquy “to 
be or not to be; that is the question”. 
17 This means the second argument is accusative.  This suggests sentences like ‘that is me’ [imagine pointing at a 
picture of yourself] are proper.  An alternative account treats ‘is’ as having type D1→(D1→S), which means the second 
argument is nominative, in which case the proper phrasing is ‘that is I’.  This analysis is born out in traditional 
grammar, according to which ‘be’ takes a subject and a predicate-nominative, the latter being marked nominative.  
From a purely semantic viewpoint, this debate is irrelevant; transitive-be is symmetric, so distinguishing subject and 
object makes no difference to the truth-conditions of the resulting sentence. 
18 Many genitive-nouns give rise to derivative non-relational nouns.  For example, to be a mother (simpliciter) is to be 
someone's mother, and to be a killer (simpliciter) is to be someone's killer. 
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obligatory, being indicated either by the article ‘the’, or by an unpronounced  definiteness-operator – 
DEF – which has type CD, and basically means ‘the’.  The following summarize the type assignments. 

GENITIVE-NOUN D6C 

DEF CD 

Examples 
9. Jay's mother 

Jay 's mother DEF 

D DD6 

D6C 

CD 

D6 

C 

D 

The previous construction employs modus-ponens [function-application] exclusively.  The following 
is an alternative construction, which takes advantage of transitivity [function-composition] in 
composing ‘mother’ and DEF.  

Jay 's mother DEF 

D DD6 D6C CD 

D6 D6D 

D 

The following is yet another construction that uses transitivity. 

Jay 's mother DEF 

D 

DD6 

D6C CD 

D6D 

DD 

D 

Although this construction is categorially and semantically admissible, it is not a natural syntactic 
parsing, since it treats the string  's mother DEF  as a constituent.19  A natural parsing treats ‘Jay's’ as 
a word.20 

10. Kay is Jay's sister [indefinite reading] 

Kay +1 is [COP] Jay 's sister 

D DD1 

C(D1S) 

D DD6 

D6C 

D1 

D6 

C 

D1S 

S 

Here, ‘is’ is is-of-predication.  It says that Kay is one of Jay's sisters, without further committing to 
how many sisters Jay has.  In the following, ‘is’ is is-of-identity, and ‘sister’ is understood to be 
definite.  Accordingly, the sentence (as analyzed) does commit to how many sisters Jay has – namely, 
one. 

                                         
19 In analogy to politics, this may be called gerrymandering.   
20 However, see Section 16 for an example that demands separating the apostrophe-s from its word. 
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11. Kay is Jay's sister [definite reading] 

Kay +1 is [ID] Jay 's sister DEF +2 

D DD1 

D2(D1S) 

D DD6 D6C CD 

DD2 

D1 

D6 D6D 

D 

D2 

D1S 

S 

 When a phrase like ‘Jay’s sister’ appears as a verbal complement, it can be understood as either 
definite or indefinite, as seen in the two examples above.  On the other hand, when it appears as a 
verbal subject, the indefinite reading is problematic.  For example, the following syntactic analysis 
does not succeed.21 

12. Jay's sister is kind [indefinite reading] 

Jay 's sister +1 is [COP] kind 

D DD6 

D6C 

DD1 

C(D1S) C 

D6 

D1S 

C 

 

 

By contrast, the definite reading is non-problematic. 
13. Jay's sister is kind [definite reading] 

Jay 's sister DEF +1 is kind 

D DD6 

D6C 

CD 

DD1 

C(D1S) C 

D6 

D1S 

C 

D 

D1 

S 

12. Re-Categorizing Relative Pronouns 
 Recall that we treat ‘who’ as a functor that converts a one-place predicate into a bare-adjective, 
and is type-categorized as follows.22 

who (DS)C 

Since ‘who’ is an NP, it is subject to case-marking, which in English is evident in the inflected forms 
‘whom’ and ‘whose’. 
 The following illustrates how ‘who’ operates compositionally. 

                                         
21 At least according to our current account.  See Chapter 8 [Indefinite Noun Phrases] for a more general account. 
22 Our current approach to nouns means that our account of ‘who’ only works for restrictive readings of relative 
pronouns.  Later [Chapter 11] we develop a unified account of nouns, which in turn enables us to offer a unified 
account of relative pronouns. 
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14. person who is virtuous 

person who +1 is virtuous 

C 

(DS)C DD1 C(D1S) C 

(D1S)C D1S 

C 

C 

Note that the composition of ‘who’ and +1 is achieved, not by modus-ponens, but by the inference-
rule we call inflection [see Appendix 3].  Notice also that the compound ‘who+1’ is the inverse of 
‘is’. 
 In the previous example, ‘who’ is marked nominative, being the subject of the VP ‘is virtuous’.  
In the following example, ‘who’ is marked accusative, and is accordingly given its scholarly spelling 
‘whom’. 

15. person whom Jay respects 

person who m Jay +1 respects 

C 

(DS)C DD2 D DD1 

D2(D1S) 

(D2S)C 

D1 

D2S 

C 

C 

Note that ‘Jay+1’ combines with ‘respects’, not by modus ponens, but by an inference principle we 
call secondary modus ponens [see Appendix 3].  Note also that ‘whom’ can be spelled/pronounced 
‘who’, as is common in ordinary speech, and also it can even be elided – i.e., deleted in the final 
pronunciation.23 
 In the following example, ‘who’ is marked genitive, and is accordingly spelled ‘whose’. 

16. person whose mother is virtuous 

person who se mother DEF +1 is virtuous 

C 

(DS)C DD6 D6C CD 

DD1 

C(DS) C 

(D6S)C D6D 

D1S 

(DS)C 

(D1S)C 

C 

C 

13. Passive Verb Forms 
 We next tackle passive verb forms.  The distinction between active-voice and passive-voice is 
illustrated in the following. 

Jay respects Kay [ active ] 
Kay is respected by Jay [ passive ] 

Rather than pursue a transformational approach, according to which the passive-form is obtained from 
the active-form via an ad hoc transformation, we treat ‘ed’ and ‘by’ as grammatically autonomous 
morphemes, being type-categorized as follows.24 

                                         
23 By contrast, nominative-who cannot be elided, except poetically.  For example, ‘a man who respects Kay’ does 
not properly simplify to ‘a man respects Kay’, probably because of the resulting semantic confusion. 
24 (1) The suffix ‘ed’ is also used in English to produce participles, past tense, and perfect aspect.   
 (2) The word ‘by’ also serves as a modifier-forming preposition, which we examine in Section 14. 
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ed [PASSIVE] (D2(D1S))(D5C)  (D2(D1S))(D5(D0S)) 
 

by [+5]  DD5 

This is illustrated in the following examples.   
17. Jay is respected by Kay 

Jay +1 is respect ed by Kay 

D DD1 

C(D1S) 

D2(D1S) [D2(D1S)][D5C] DD5 D 

D1 

D5C D5 

C 

D1S 

S 

18. Jay is introduced by Kay to Elle 

Jay  +1 is  introduce ed by Kay to Elle 

D DD1 

C(D1S) 

D2(D3(D1S)) [D2(D1S)][D5C] DD5 D DD3 D 

D1 

D3(D5C) D5 

D3 D3C 

C 

D1S 

S 

19. Jay respects every woman respected by Kay 

Jay +1 respects every woman respect ed by Kay +2 

D DD1 

D2(D1S) 

C[(DS)S] 

C 

D2(D1S) [D2(D1S)][D5C] DD5 D 

DD2 

D1 

D5C D5 

C 

C 

(DS)S 

(D2S)S 

D1S 

S 

Notice that ‘respected by Kay’ is a bare-adjective [type C] according to our analysis, so it can be 
conjoined 25 with any phrase of type C. 

14. Relational versus Inflectional Prepositions 
 In ordinary grammar, the word ‘by’ is simply classified as a preposition without any further 
clarification.  Unfortunately, this classification does not distinguish two completely different semantic-
uses of ‘by’, which might be variously called: 

(1) relational external modifier 

(2) inflectional 26 internal case-marker 

                                         
25 I.e., combined via the Conjunction-Rule [C ; C  C]. 
26 Here, I use the term ‘inflectional’ to refer to all case-marking schemes, not just the ones that involve word 
"bending". 
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For example, the relational-use of ‘by’ treats it as a two-place operator as follows.27 

by DC   D(D0S)  

The following illustrates. 
20. Jay is by the lake 

Jay +1 is by the lake 

D DD1 

C(D1S) 

D(D0S) 

CD C 

D1 

D 

D0S [C] 

D1S 

S 

 This example treats ‘by the lake’ as a bare-adjective.  It can also serve as a locative VP-modifier, 
as in the following example. 

21. Jay lives by the lake 

Jay +1 lives by the lake 

D DD1 

D1S 

D[(D1S)(D1S)] 

CD C 

D1 

D 

(D1S)(D1S) 

D1S 

S 

Note that the following are not equivalent. 
Jay lives by the lake 
Jay lives, and Jay is by the lake 

 Next, consider the following example. 
Jay was killed by the lake 

This is ambiguous, the ambiguity resting on the distinction between the locative-use of ‘by’ and the 
inflectional-use of ‘by’.  According to the locative-reading of ‘by’, we have the following analysis. 

who was killed? Jay 

who/what killed Jay? unstated 

where did this event occur? by the lake 

On the other hand, according to the inflectional-reading of ‘by’, we have the following analysis. 

who was killed? Jay 

who/what killed Jay? the lake 28 

where did this event occur? unstated 

 There is a linguistics-folklore example, cited by a number of authors,29 which goes something 
like the following.30 

                                         
27 It is generally agreed that prepositions generally take accusative arguments in English; we say ‘by him/her’ not ‘by 
he/she’. But we propose to ignore this feature, except when it has direct bearing on the semantics. 
28 Bear in mind that this reading is not very plausible, since we usually do not attribute agency to lakes. 
29 For example, Pinker (1994). 
30 There is a whole book of examples like this – Squad Helps Dog Bite Victim [Columbia Journal], plus a sequel Red 
Tape Holds Up Bridge – which contain actual newspaper headlines! 
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several people witnessed sex between two cars 

This involves an ambiguity between the locative-use of ‘between’ and the inflectional-use of 
‘between’.  According to the locative-reading of ‘between’, we have the following analysis. 

what happened? a sex act 

who were the participants? unstated 

where did this event occur? between two cars 

On the other hand, according to the inflectional-reading of ‘between’, we have the following analysis. 

what happened? a sex act 

who were the participants? two cars 

where did this event occur? unstated 

15. Genitive versus Possessive 
 What we say in the previous section applies equally to the word ‘of’, and accordingly to its 
counterpart, apostrophe-s, which gives rise to the distinction between genitive and possessive.   

 Interestingly, in many languages, including English, the possessive-construction is syntactically 
just like the genitive-construction.31  But semantically, possessive and genitive are quite different.  
Consider the difference between the following. 

my mother [ genitive ] 
my dog [ possessive ] 

The relation between me and my mother is categorically different from the relation between me and 
my dog.  In the case of genitive ‘my’, the relation is internal to the noun; in the case of possessive 
‘my’, the relation is external to the noun, being rather conveyed by the possessive-marker. 

my mother  a person who mothers me 
my dog  a dog that I possess 

 Note carefully, however, that possession is very broadly understood to include various forms of 
ownership and assignment.  For example, suppose we are at a horse race, and you ask me 

which horse is yours? 
I might say 

my horse is Secretariat.32 

What sort of ownership is this?  Do I legally own Secretariat?  Am I invested in Secretariat?  It depends 
upon what one means by ‘invested in’.  Perhaps I have a legal stake in him; perhaps I have placed a 
wager on him; perhaps I am a fan who is emotionally invested in him.  Another way that Secretariat 
might be "mine" is that he has been assigned to me for some purpose; perhaps I am assigned to write 
a story about him; perhaps I am assigned to take care of him. 

 The notion of assignment is further illustrated as follows.  Suppose I host a dinner and ask my 
guests to raise their glasses for a toast, I am not asking them to raise glasses they legally own.  I do not 
ask my guests to bring their own dinnerware!  Rather, I am asking each guest to raise the glass assigned 
to him/her. 
 However it is construed in various contexts, possession is a two-place relation, so the 
corresponding possessive morpheme is a kind of two-place predicate, which we propose to categorize 
as follows.  

's, of, [POSSESSIVE] DC  D(D0S) 
                                         
31 +++citation+++ 
32 Secretariat (1970-1989), known to his friends as Big Red, is almost universally believed to be the greatest 
racehorse of all time, and he is also widely believed to be one of the greatest athletes of all time.  And no, I don't bet 
on horses, noting Mark Twain's remark that horse-sense is what horses have in virtue of which they don't bet on 
people.  
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The following are example trees. 
22. Rufus is Kay's dog [indefinite reading] 

Rufus +1 is Kay 's dog 

D1 
C(D1S) 

D DC 
C C 

C 
D1S 

S 

23. Rufus is Kay's dog [definite reading] 

Rufus +1 is Kay 's dog DEF +2 

D1 
D2(D1S) 

D DC 
C 

CD 
DD2 

C 
C 

D 
D2 

D1S 
S 

24. every dog of Kay is barking 

every dog of Kay +1 is barking 

C((DS)S) 
C 

DC D 

DD1 
D1S 

C 
C 

(DS)S 
(D1S)S 

S 

16. Possessive Readings of ‘my mother’ 
 Many relational-nouns give rise to ordinary nouns, in accordance with the scheme illustrated as 
follows.  

to be a  
mother 

simpliciter is to be someone's 
mother 

killer killer 

These simpliciter-nouns can in turn be combined with possessive-constructions, such as: 

my mother (simpliciter) 
my killer (simpliciter) 

For example, I can work for a program that counsels mothers (or killers!), being one of many such 
counselors.  It is safe to say that I can use the following expression 

my mother 

to refer to any woman I am responsible for counseling; this is a woman whose welfare I am responsible 
for – or if you will, I am invested in. 

 The syntactic-tree might look thus. 
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I 's [POSS]  mother [simpliciter] 

D DC D6C (D6C)C 

C C 

C 

17. Apostrophe-s as a Clitic 
 A clitic33 is an expression that is grammatically-independent but phonetically-dependent, and 
accordingly traverses the boundary between syntax and morphology.  Examples in English mostly 
seem to be contracted phrases such as:34 

he's  ⇒ he is 
we've ⇒ we have 
you're ⇒ you are 

 Apostrophe-s is also used for genitive and possessive constructions, and its clitic character 
shows up in the following example. 

25. the man next to Kay's mother 

If apostrophe-s were strictly morphological, this phrase would admit only one parsing, according to 
which apostrophe-s attaches to ‘Kay’. 

the man next-to Kay 's mother DEF 

CD 
C 

DC 

D DD6 

D6D D6 
D 

C 
C 

D 

But it is generally agreed that the following parsing is also admissible. 

the man next-to Kay 's mother DEF 

CD 
C 

DC D 

DD6 

D6D 

C 
C 

D 
D6 

D 

The difference in meaning is the difference between the following. 

the man next to the mother of Kay 
the mother of the man next to Kay 

This means that, apostrophe-s semantically-attaches to a phrase, but morphologically-attaches to a 
word. 

                                         
33 From Greek for ‘leaning’.  
34 Perhaps the most famous clitic occurs in ‘SPQR’, which is inscribed on structures all over the Roman Empire, and 
which is short for ‘Senatus Populusque Romanus’ [the Senate and the people of Rome]. 
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18. The Genitive Use of ‘er’ 
 As we have seen, ‘ed’ can be used to reconfigure a transitive verb.  Another suffix that 
reconfigures verbs is ‘er’,35 as illustrated in the following examples. 

Kay is Rex’s owner Kay is an owner of Rex 
Kay is a dog owner Kay is an owner of a dog 
Kay is a dog lover Kay is a lover of dogs 

The last two examples involve indefinite noun phrases, for which we have no current account.36  On 
the other hand, the first one can be analyzed with our current apparatus, starting with the following 
type-categorization of ‘er’. 

er [GEN] [D2(D1S)](D6C)  [D2(D1S)][D6(D0S)] 

The following illustrates. 

Kay  +1 is  Rex 's own er [GEN] 

D DD1 

C(D1S) 

D DD6 D2(D1S) [D2(D1S)](D6C) 

D1 

D6 D6C 

C 

D1S 

S 

19. Back-Formation? 37 
 It is perhaps worth noting that the most common genitive nouns in English [‘mother’, ‘father’, 
‘brother’, ‘sister’] end with ‘er’, which suggests an underlying morphology, as in the following tree, 
which exactly parallels the above tree. 

Kay  +1 is  Rex 's moth|fath|sist|broth er [GEN] 

D DD1 

C(D1S) 

D DD6 D2(D1S) [D2(D1S)](D6C) 

D1 

D6 D6C 

C 

D1S 

S 

This is, to be sure, fanciful morphology/etymology, and the hypothesized verbs [‘fath’, ‘moth’, 
‘broth’, ‘sist’] are admittedly daft! 38 

                                         
35 The morpheme ‘er’ has other uses.  See Section 20. 
36 We deal with these elsewhere; see Chapter 8 [Indefinite Noun Phrases]. 
37 Back-formation is a process by which a shorter lexeme is created from a (pre-existing) longer lexeme by removing 
an affix.  Moreover, sometimes the affix is not morphologically genuine; for example, our suggested examples – 
‘mother’, ‘father’, etc. – plus historical examples such as ‘berserk’ being derived from ‘berserker’.     
38 Once we see the morphological possibilities, we see that a "mother" might be a person who "moths", which is to 
say a person who raises (certain species of) caterpillars to adulthood.  Indeed, a colleague in Biology once had a lab 
assistant who did just that, and her name was ‘Martha’, which he pronounced “maw ther” [via a rare combination of 
rho-deletion and rho-intrusion, like a stereotypical person from Eastern New England].  Similarly, a "brother" is a 
person or thing that makes broth.  Finally, in Scot-English, ‘sist’ is a legal term  for ‘stay’ – from Latin ‘sistere’  from 
‘stare’ (to stand).  So a "sister" might be an attorney or judge who seeks or grants a stay. 
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20. The "Gettier" Problem39 
 We next note that ‘er’ has other uses in English.  For example, it takes a transitive verb like 
‘farm’ and makes a common-noun ‘farmer’.40  It also takes a (scalar) adjective like ‘tall’ and makes 
the comparative ‘taller’.  In this connection, it is amusing to contemplate The Philosophical Lexicon,41 
which is a humorous compendium of definitions of words that derive from philosophers' names.  In 
particular, it is interesting to contemplate the entry for ‘getty’, which honors my dear colleague 
Edmund Gettier.  The official TPL entry treats ‘getty’ as an adjective that applies to a counter-example 
that succeeds; accordingly, ‘gettier’ refers to a better counter-example.   

 But TPL could equally well have a root entry according to which ‘getty’ is a transitive-verb that 
refers to acts of supplying counterexamples, in which case a gettier is a supplier of counter-examples.  
Interestingly, we have circled back to the genitive use of ‘er’.  Finally, a propos our current topic, the 
root entry for ‘getty’ could treat it as a transitive verb, so that ‘a getties b’ means that a is a counter-
example to b.  Then ‘b's gettier’ refers to anything that getties b.   

21. Advisers and Advisees42 
 The ‘er’ suffix has a counterpart suffix ‘ee’, which traces to French ‘é’ and ‘ée’.43  We can 
expand these suffixes so that any transitive verb Φ admits the affixes ‘er’ and ‘ee’.44  In particular, 
every act of Φ-ing has an agent [i.e., a Φ-er] a patient [i.e., a Φ-ee].  As the section title suggests, there 
are advisers, and there are advisees.  A person's advisers are people who advise them, and a person's 
advisees are people whom they advise.  Syntactically, however, they are exactly parallel, as indicated 
in the following tree. 

Jay  +1 is  Kay 's advise er | ee 

D DD1 

C(D1S) 

D DD6 D2(D1S) [D2(D1S)](D6C) 

D1 

D6 D6C 

C 

D1S 

S 

Although they are syntactically identical, these two sentences are obviously not semantically 
equivalent.  We see how they differ later [Chapter 5], when we apply semantic flesh to these syntactic 
bones. 
22. Quasi-Passive Constructions 
 The following example illustrates an alternative use of the morpheme ‘ed’, to construct a "quasi-
passive" verb form, such as the following. 

Jay is married to Kay 

The occurrence of ‘to’ may seem mysterious, especially if we think of ‘marry’ as an ordinary transitive 
verb.  But the occurrence of ‘to’ also suggests that ‘marry’ is more like a di-transitive verb – like ‘give’ 
or ‘recommend’ – that sub-categorizes for a dative argument.  Indeed, ‘marry’ is occasionally used 
to express a three-component action/event, involving the marrying-couple plus the authority who 
performs the ceremony, as in:  

Chris marries Jay and Kay [to each other]45 

                                         
39 This is a pun, of course, on one of the great puzzles in Epistemology, due to Edmund Gettier (1963). 
40 Of course, ‘farm’ also serves as a common noun.  Many nouns give rise to homonymic verbs, by a process that is 
(autologically) called "verbing". 
41  Daniel Dennett and Asbjørn Steglich-Petersen [www.philosophicallexicon.com]. 
42 I actually prefer to spell it ‘advisor’ – ‘or’ being a variant of ‘er’, for some purposes, as in ‘professor’ and ‘mentor’.  
43 Which in French are used to form both passives and participles, pretty much like ‘ed’ and ‘en’ in English.  One 
interesting twist is that both English and French use two auxiliary verbs, ‘be’ and ‘have’, although modern English 
has mostly eliminated ‘be’.  ‘I am arrived’ versus ‘I have arrived’. 
44 There is indeed a French borrow-term, whose exact form is ‘fiancé’, which corresponds to the Anglo-Saxon 
‘betrothed’. 
45 Without the ‘to’ phrase, this sentence admits a reading that suggests polygamy or serial monogamy. 
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which is analyzed as follows. 

Chris  +1 marries Jay +2 to Kay 

D DD1 

D2(D3(D1S)) 

D DD2 DD3 D 

D1 

D2 

D3 D3(D1S) 

D1S 

S 

This can also be expressed using a passive construction, as follows. 

Jay  +1 is  marry ed by Chris to Kay 

D DD1 

C(D1S) 

D2(D3(D1S)) [D2(D1S)][D5C] DD5 D DD3 D 

D1 

D3(D5C) D5 

D3 D3C 

C 

D1S 

S 

This suggests that we have the following underlying principles. 

p is married means p is married to someone 
 

p is married to q means p is married by someone to q 

This enables us to analyze ‘Jay is married to Kay’ as follows. 

Jay  +1 is  marry ed by  someone to Kay 

D DD1 

C(D1S) 

D2(D3(D1S)) [D2(D1S)][D5C] 

(D5S)S 

DD3 D 

D1 

D3(D5C) 

D3 D3C 

C 

D1S 

S 

Note – the derivation of the shaded material depends crucially upon expanding C as D0S 

 We use the modifier ‘quasi’ in ‘quasi-passive’ to suggest that the morphology is perhaps 
misleading.  In a true-passive, the active-state/event is logically-prior to the passive-state/event.  By 
contrast, in a quasi-passive, the passive-state/event is logically-prior to the active-state/event. 

 For example, the act of marrying is logically dependent on the state of being married.  The act 
is intended to bring about the state, which is logically-prior to the act.  Compare this with ‘respect’; 
respect is logically-prior to respected.  Another example of quasi-passive is ‘flooded’.  To flood, say, 
a field is to bring it about that the field is flooded.  The state of being flooded is logically-prior to the 
act of flooding.   

23. Instrumentive Case  
 Being-flooded is a relational state, the other relatum being the material (e.g., water) that covers 
the flooded item.  This suggests a further case-marker to indicate the instrument/means of flooding, 
which is marked often by ‘with’, which is the instrumentive use of ‘with’.  In the case of ‘flood’ and 
‘cover’, ‘with’ is a case-marker.  Both these verbs sub-categorize for an accusative-argument and an 
instrumentive-argument.  They additionally take an optional agentive [i.e., nominative or perlative] 
argument.  Compare the following. 
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the yard is covered by Jay with snow 
the yard is covered with snow 

In the first example, Jay is the agent of the action by which the yard acquires the property of being 
covered with snow.  In the second example, no agent is proffered, nor is one needed.  Grammatically, 
we might nevertheless wish to hypothesize a null-agent, in virtue of which the two sentences are 
syntactically parallel. 

the yard  +1 is  cover ed  | by Jay with snow 

D DD1 

C(D1S) 

D2(D8(D1S)) [D2(D1S)][D5C] 

D5 

DD8 D 

D1 

D5(D8C) 

D8 D8C 

C 

D1S 

S 

 On the other hand, consider the following examples. 
Jay ate pizza with a fork46 

It is pretty clear that the fork serves as an instrument in this example.  But eating does not by its nature 
or grammar require utensils; ‘eat’ does not sub-categorize for an instrumentive argument.  So ‘with’ 
has an instrumental-reading, but that does not make it a case-marker, in this example.  Rather, in this 
example, ‘with’ behaves more like a modifier-preposition.  See Section 14. 

  

                                         
46 Compare the instrumental-reading of ‘with’ with the reading of ‘with’ in this very sentence(!), but also with 
following similar looking sentences. 

(1) Jay ate pizza with Kay 
(2) Jay ate pizza with pepperoni 
(3) Jay ate pizza with gusto 
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B. Appendix 1 – Case Markers – Summary 
1. Case-Markers and Case-Marking 

1. Case-Markers 47 

(1) every integer is a case-marker 

(2) nothing else is a case-marker 

2. Case-Marked Types 48 

(1) 
if κ is a case-marker 

then Dκ is a case-marked type 

(2) nothing else is a case-marked type 

   

Dκ κ-marked DNPs 

3. Types 

(1)   D is a type 

(2)   S is a type 

(3) every case-marked type is a type 

(4) 
if  and  are types 

then  is a type 

(5) nothing else is a type 

4. Case-Marking Functors 

+κ  DDκ 

e.g.   

+1  DD1 

5. Derivative Type [Common-Noun-Phrase] 

C  D0S 

                                         
47 Cases include all integers.  So far we only utilize non-negative integers, only a few of which are implemented.  
Later [Chapter 7: Pronouns] we use negative integers as anaphoric-markers, which behave formally just like 
functional-makers. 
48 This is a minimal implementation of case-marking.  More generally, we could allow case-marking to apply to any 
type, we would have types such as ((D1S2)3D4)5. 
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2. Cases that Figure Prominently in this Work 

Code Name Marker Role / Example 

0 nullative  does not occur separately in English; 
is rather a device to categorize common-nouns 

1 nominative before  
verb 

usually the subject of a verb phrase 

{ Jay | he | she } respects everyone 

2 accusative after  
verb 

usually the direct object of a transitive verb 

everyone respects { Jay | him | her } 

3 dative to 
usually the indirect object of a di-transitive verb 

Jay wrote a letter to { Kay | him | her } 

4 ablative49 from 
usually the indirect object of a di-transitive verb 

Kay received a letter from { Jay | him | her } 

5 perlative50 by 
usually the agent in a passive construction 

Jay is respected by { Kay | him | her } 

6 genitive of 
's 

associated with certain relational nouns 

mother, brother, friend, capital, premise 

3. Cases that do not Figure Prominently in this Work 

7 prolative51 for 

marks a reward, return, or goal 

trade, sell, buy, hunt, fight 

Jay sold Max to Kay for $100 

8 cumlative52 with 

marks the indirect object for certain di-transitive 
verbs 

compare, pair, replace 

marks object of symmetric-relations 

{fight | argue | sit | sleep | friends} with 

9 instrumentive with marks means by which something is 
accomplished 

   Jay covered his chili with cheese 

10 interlative53 between marks dual-objects of a verb or relational noun 

   difference, distinction, distinguish 

11 vocative " O " 54 marks the addressee of the sentence  

   let's eat, Grandma!55 

                                         
49 The Latin word ‘ab’ means ‘from’. 
50 Neologism – the Latin word ‘per’ means ‘by’.  
51 Neologism – the Latin word ‘pro’ means ‘for’.  
52 Neologism – the Latin word ‘cum’ means ‘with’.   
53 Neologism – the Latin word ‘inter’ means ‘between’. 
54 Vocative ‘O’ is an antique and poetic term, as in ‘O Captain! My Captain!’, a poem composed by Walt Whitman in 
response to Abraham Lincoln's assassination.  The contemporary-slang ‘yo’ is reminiscent of ‘o’. 
55 This underscores the difference between vocative and accusative, and the vital need for punctuation in English, but 
not Latin! 
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C. Appendix 2 – Example Analyses 
1. Lexicon 

 Morpheme Category Type 

1.  nom  +1 

case-marker 

DD1 

2.  acc  +2 DD2 

3.  to  +3 DD3 

4.  by  +5 DD5 

5.  's , of  +6 DD6 

6.  
every 
some 
no 

quantifier C[(DS)S] 

7.  a modifier-adjective CC 

8.  the 
DEF 

definite-determiner CD 

9.  be copula C(D1S) 

10.  be transitive verb D2(D1S) 

11.  who relative-clause functor (DS)C 

12.  -ed passive-verb functor [D2(D1S)][D5C] 

13.  woman 
man 

common-noun C 

14.  
mother 
father 
friend 

genitive-noun D6C 

15.  virtuous 
happy 

bare-adjective C 

16.  respect transitive-verb D2(D1S) 

17.  next-to adjunctive-preposition DC 

18.  
Jay 
Kay 
Elle 

proper-noun D 
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2. Example Trees 56 
 1. Jay respects every man who respects Kay. 

Jay +1 respects every man who +1 respects Kay +2 +2 

D DD1 

D2D1S 

C:DS.S 

C 

DS.CC DD1 

D2D1S 

D DD2 

DD2 

D1 

D1S.CC 

D2 

D1S 

CC 

C 

DS.S 

D2S.S 

D1S 

S 

 2. every woman [whom] Jay respects is next-to Kay. 

every woman who m Jay +1 respects +1 is [COP] next-to Kay 

C: 
DS.S 

C 

DS.C DD2 D DD1 

D2D1S 

DD1 

CD1S 

DC D 

D2S.C 

D1 C 

D2S 

D1S 

C 

C 

DS.S 

D1S.S 

S 

 3. Kay's mother is respected by every friend of Kay. 

Kay 's mother DEF +1 is [COP] respect ed by every friend of Kay 

D DD6 

D6C 

CD 

DD1 

CD1S 

D2D1S  

DD5 

C: 
DS.S 

D6C 

DD6 D 

D6 

D5C 

D6 

C C 

D DS.S 

D1 

D5S.S 

C 

D1S 

S 

  D2D1S:  D5C 

                                         
56 In what follows, we frequently use dot-notation for types; see Appendix 0. 
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 4. every woman respected by Jay is respected by Kay. 

every woman respect ed by Jay +1 is [COP] respect ed by Kay 

C:DS.S 

C 

D2D1S  DD6 D 

DD1 

CD1S 

D2D1S  DD5 D 

D6C D6 D5C D5 

C C 

C 

D1S 

DS.S 

D1S.S 

S 

 5. no man's mother respects every man's father. 

no man 's mother DEF +1 respects every man 's father DEF +2 

C: 
DS.S C 

DD6 

D6C CD 

DD1 

D2D1S 

C: 
DS.S C 

DD6 

D6C CD 

DD2 

DS.S 

D6D 

DS.S 

D6D D6S.S D6S.S 

DS.S DS.S 

D1S.S 

D2S.S 

D1S 

S 

 6. every man who respects every man is respected by every man. 

every man who +1 respects every man +2 +1 is respect ed by every man 

C: 
DS.S 

C 

DS. 
C DD1 

D2D1S 

C: 
DS.S C 

DD2 

DD1 

C 
D1S 

D2D1S  

DD5 

C: 
DS.S C 

D1SC 

DS.S 

D5C 

DSS 

D2SS D5SS 

D1S C 

C 

D1S 

C 

DS.S 

D1S.S 

S 
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 7. every man whom Kay respects is a man respected by Kay. 
First reading [reads ‘is’ as identity; reads ‘a’ as existential] 

every man who m Kay +1 respects +1 is [ID] a man respect ed by Kay +2 

C: 
DS.S 

C 

DS.C DD2 D DD1 

D2D1S 

DD1 D2D1S 

C: 
DS.S 

C 

D2D1S  DD5 D 

DD2 

D2S.C 

D1 D5C D5 

D2S C 

C C 

C DS.S 

DS.S D2S.S 

D1S.S D1S 

S 

Second reading  
[reads ‘is’ as predication; reads ‘a’ as a modifier-adjective (empty in elementary logic)] 

every man who m Kay +1 respects +1 is [PRED] a man respect ed by Kay 

[as above] 
D1S.S 

CD1S 

CC 

C 

D2D1S  DD5 D 

D5C D5 

C 

C 

C 

D1S 

S 

 8. every friend of every virtuous man is virtuous. 

First Reading [first ‘every’ is wider than second ‘every’] 

every friend of every virtuous man +1 is virtuous 

C:DS.S 

D6C 

DD6 

CDS.S 

C C 

DD1 

CD1S C 

C 

D1S 

DS.S 

D6S.S 

C 

DS.S 

D1S.S 

S 

Second Reading [second ‘every’ is wider than first ‘every’] 

every friend of every virtuous man +1 is virtuous 

CDS.S D6C 

DD6 

CDS.S 

C C 

DD1 

CD1S C 

D6DS.S 

C 

D1S 

DS.S 

D6S.S 

DS.S 

D1S.S 

S 
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D. Appendix 3 – Example Type-Logic Derivations 
1. Transitivity [Hypothetical Syllogism] 

AB ; BC  AC 
(1) A→B 1 Pr 

(2) B→C 2 Pr 

(3) A 3 As 

(4) B 13 1,3, O 

(5) C 123 2,4, O 

(6) A→C 12 3,5, I 

Type-Example 

(1) S→S 1 Pr not 

(2) D0→S 2 Pr happy 

(3) D0 3 As  

(4) S 23 2,3, O  

(5) S 123 1,4, O  

(6) D0→S 12 3,5, I not happy 

2. Secondary Modus Ponens 
 A→(B→C) ; B  A→C 

(1) A→(B→C) 1 Pr 

(2) B 2 Pr 

(3) A 3 As 

(4) B→C 13 1,3, O 

(5) C 123 2,4, O 

(6) A→C 12 3,5, I 

Type-Example 

(1) D2(D3(D1S)) 1 Pr gave 

(2) D3 2 Pr Jay+3 

(3) D2 3 As  

(4) D3(D1S) 13 1,3, O  

(5) D1S 123 2,4, O  

(6) D2(D1S) 12 3,5, I gave Jay 

3. Inflection 
(AC)D ; AB  (BC)D 
(1) (AC)D 1 Pr 

(2) AB 2 Pr 

(3) BC 3 As 

(4) A 4 As 

(5) B 24 2,4, O 

(6) C 234 3,5, O 

(7) AC 23 4,6, I 

(8) D 123 1,7, O 

(9) (BC)D 12 3,8, I 
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Type-Example 1 

(1) (D→S)→S 1 Pr every 

(2) D→D1 2 Pr +1 

(3) D1→S 3 As  

(4) D 4 As  

(5) D1 24 2,4, O  

(6) S 234 3,5, O  

(7) D→S 23 4,6, I  

(8) S 123 1,7, O  

(9) (D1→S)S 12 3,8, I every+1 

Type-Example 2 

(1) (D→S)→C 1 Pr who 

(2) D→D2 2 Pr +2 

(3) D2→S 3 As  

(4) D 4 As  

(5) D2 24 2,4, O  

(6) S 234 3,5, O  

(7) D→S 23 4,6, I  

(8) C→C 123 1,7, O  

(9) (D2→S)→C 12 3,8, I whom 

4. Permutation 
A(BC)   B(AC) 
(1) A(BC) 1 Pr 

(2) B 2 As 

(3) A 3 As 

(4) BC 13 1,3, O 

(5) C 123 2,4, O 

(6) AC 12 3,5, I 

(7) B(AC) 1 2,6, I 

5. Permutivity 
A(BC) ; (AC)D  BD 
(1) A(BC) 1 Pr 

(2) (AC)D 2 Pr 

(3) B 3 As 

(4) A 4 As 

(5) BC 14 1,4, O 

(6) C 134 3,5, O 

(7) AC 13 4,6, I 

(8) D 123 2,7, O 

(9) BD 12 3,8, I 

The following derivation takes advantage of a prior-established inference pattern. 
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(1) A(BC) 1 Pr 

(2) (AC)D 2 Pr 

(3) B 3 As 

(4) AC 13 1,3, SMP 

(5) D 123 2,4, O 

(6) BD 12 3,5, I 

The following derivation takes advantage of two prior-established inference patterns. 

(1) A(BC) 1 Pr 

(2) (AC)D 2 Pr 

(3) B(AC) 1 1, Perm 

(4) BD 12 2,3, Trans 

Type-Example 

(1) D2→(D1→S) 1 Pr respects 

(2) (D2→S)→S 2 Pr every woman +2 

(3) D1→(D2→S) 13 1,3, Perm  

(4) D1→S 12 2,3, Trans respects every 
woman 
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E. Appendix 4 – Abbreviated Punctuation 
1. Introduction 
 Parentheses are officially part of type expressions, but they can be cumbersome, so it is useful 
to adopt an abbreviation scheme by which some (or even all) of them are replaced by more succinct 
notation.  First of all, as is customary in logic, we already drop outer-parentheses when an expression 
stands alone.  In what follows, we propose a general scheme for dropping most (or even all) 
parentheses, and replacing some of them by periods and colons. 

2. A Dot Acts as a Parenthesis  
 One way to use dots is simply to mark a connective as the main connective.  But on which side 
of the connective should the dot be placed?  The general rule is that a dot acts as a parenthesis, 
appropriately directed, whose mate is then positioned appropriately.57 

Examples58 

 A . B  C  A  (B  C  A  (B  C) 

A  B . C  A  B)  C  (A  B)  C 

Mixed Left-Right Example 
A  B .. C  D  A  B)  (C  D  (A  B)  (C  D) 

3. A Colon Acts as Two Parentheses 
Examples 

A : B  C  D  A  ((B  C  D  A  ((B  C)  D) 

A  B  C : D  A  B  C))  D  (A  (B  C))  D 

4. Left-Dots can be Dropped Entirely 
Left-dots are restored as follows: 
restore all right-dots first; then start at right-side of expression,  
move left, placing left-dots as (soon as) they are needed. 
Examples 

A  B  C  D  A . B . C  D  A  ((B  C)  D)   

A  B  C . D  A  (B  C)  D  A . (B  C)  D  A  ((B  C)  D) 

ABC:DE  (A(BC))DE  (A(BC)).DE  (A(BC))(DE) 

5. Hybrid Examples  
 The above short-cuts can also be applied piecemeal. 

Examples 

(ABC)D  (A(BC))D 

(AB.C)D  ((AB)C)D 

A→(B→C.→D)  A→((B→C)→D) 

(A→B.→C)→D.→E  (((A→B)→C)→D)→E 

6. Order  
 Finally, we note that, if we use the minimal punctuation, which employs the smallest number of 
dots, then dots correspond to order.  For example, an expression with no dots is first-order, and an 
expression with one dot is second-order. 
 

                                         
57 This placement is consistent with pronunciation/prosody.  In particular, a dot corresponds to a pause in 
pronunciation. 
58 ‘’ means “rewrites as”. 
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